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I. BACKGROUND
In March 1974, postsecondary edtication administrators and students, government officials responsible for coordinating and, or regulating postsecondary education from the federal, state and

local levels, together with accrediting
agency krepresentatives met in Denver
for the first national conference on consumer protection in education beyond
the high school. The conference was
sponsored by the Education Commission

of the States (ECS); the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Federal Interagency Committee on Edu-

cation (FICE), Health Resources Administration and Office of Education:
U.S. Department of Defense: the U.S
Department of the Interior Bureau o
Indian Affairs: the U.S. Department o
Labor, and the Veterans Administratio

The general focus of the conferenc
was;

Seminar IProtecting the Student
Financial Interest
1. What safeguards should students
expect in financial dealings with postsecondary institutions?

2. How can students be better informed of their short- and long -term
obligations under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program?
3. What, means can be used to reduce

fraudulent defaults in the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program?
4. How should schools whose students
have high default rates be held account= able?

Rights of consumers of postse
ondary education services in t e
United States.

, Needed safeguards, statues a d
statewide- regulations to insure
4ivery .of postsecondary education
services.

In the report of the conference. p b-

hshed in June 1974 by ECS, seve al
major recommendations Were' c4d.
(For the complete text of the recom-.
mendations, see Addendum IV, page
17.) Ode recommendation was:
That there be assionbled a followup
conference, with conferees being invited from the same representations
as this conference, but smaller in
number, in order to take four or five
kly recommendations and develop

What mechanism(s) can be de-

5

veloped to protect student4 in the event
of school closure (e.g..-a "Federal Student Tuition Insurance Corporation")?

Seminar IIStudent Information
Needs and System:s
1, How can students be better inforMed about both their right to complain and the mechanisms available for
lodging their complaints?
2. How can student complaints about

treatment by schools and lender, be
better handled by federal and state
agencies?

3. How can communication links be

3. How' can counselors in postsecondary inatitutions be used more effectively?

4. What roles should school administrations and student organizations play
in furthering student rights and responsibilities?

-..

5. How should postsecondary institutions handle student complaints?

Seminar IVRegulations and Safeguards

,

I. What is the proportionate responsibility between the federal and state gov-

ernments for fegulation of proprietary
schools?

2. What improvements, if any, can be
made in the model state law?

3. What activities should consumer
offices perform in facilitating effective
regulation of postsecondary institutions?
4. What is the role of private accrediting bodies in regulating quality and
practice among member institutions?
5. How can accrediting associations
increase accountability to consumers?,

Seminar VFull 'Institutional Disclosure
,
'
1. What are the basic kinds of infOrmation that postsecondary institutions
should disclose o prospective students?:'
2. What kind
information might
postsecondary Institute
disclose to obtale eligibility for federal programs?

be?

4. Is it possible to make institutional
quality deterinmations on the basis of

cluding as.signments of responsibility.

Accordingly a plahning group. made up

5 How an communication links be

of representatives of the sponsoring

improved between state and federal in-

ginning of these persons from consumer
groups. federal and state officials with

groups. met in the summer of 1974 to
plan and organize the Second National
Conference on Consumer Protection in
Postsecondary Education, which was
. held NoAmber 14-16, 1974 in Knox-

vestigatory, regulatory, prosecutorial and
enforcement agencies?

r,:,poasibility for consumer protection

E.

Seminar III Postsecondary Educa4
tion Institutional Responses

ville. Tennessee with- the same sponsorship. Members of the planning group, in

1. Hay can the "truth in advertising"
law he enforced in the postsecondary

order to he responsive to the charge of

sector?

. take four nit five key rezonimendations and develop modes of their implementation, . . ." developed and refined
/specific issues for each of five seminars
".
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such information?
5. Is it possible to make comparisons
i.mong institutions on the basis of such
information?

Because of the hard work in the be-

in postsecondary educationpublic, pri-

vate and proprietaryand others. the
possibility for specific -action-oriented

strategies from the serhinars was en....

hanced.

Is there a "code of ethi_s" that

Both conferences represent important
initial steps toward improving consumer
protection in postsecondary education.

should be followed by postsecondary institutions in their-advertising and recruiting practices?

But as signaled in the seminar reports
and the addresses given at the conference in Kno'xville,.mlich remains to be

2.
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.

3. Should there be different kind's of
information disclosed by different types
of institutions? If so, what should they

irniNnoved between consumer organizations, education groups and governMent?
4. How might information about ostsecoridary institutions and program he
better made available to students Ind
counselors?
i

modes of their implementation, in-

"..

'Making up the working sessions of the
Knokville conference. Semin-r leaders
joined members of the planning group
in the refinement process just before the
opening of the conference.
The following questions guided the respective seminar discussions:

1

done in order to obtain major advances
in maximizing improved consumer protection One specific recommendation,

cited on page 6, is that,leadership be
exercised in each state by a state postsecondary education agency with responsibility for consumer protection in
convening a meeting of all state level
agencies and groups with consumer responsibility The purpose' of the meeting
would be twofold First, the report and
recommendations of the Knoxville conference would be reviewed. Second, they -

wQuld explore ways and means for im-

proving the links of communication and
for developing a more viable partnership
in carrying out their respective response-.

Accordingly, this specific reco
endation and all of those developedin the
seminar sessions, reported and outlined
in the following section, are conveyed
to the, reader's careful attention. As

recommended at the conference this
report will be distributed to governors,
state legislators with particulai responsi-

.

coordinating, governing and/or regulating the delivery.of postsecondary edu-

cation and consumer group personnel.
At the federal level, distrib.ution will
include selected members of Congress,
Congressional staff and federal agency
personnel

such

as

the

sponsoring

agencies, referred to on the reverse of
the title page, whose support for the
conference both in planning and fundirfg is acknowledged and greatly apprec

bilitY for education, state postsecondary
agency directors with responsibility for

,

A
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II. REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SEMINARS
SEMINAR I: PROTECTING THE
STUDENT FINANCIAL
INTEREST

2. Meeting financial obligations for
services performed.
Institutional Rights

The discussion and resulting' recommendations from this seminar. revolved
around the rights and responsibilities of
the two primary parties: the student and
the ,education institution. From the ar-

1. Knowledge of accreditation ground
rules:

ticulation of the four componentsstudent rights, student responsibilities, institutional rights and institutional re-

sponsibilitiescame the identification of
the weakness' of the enforcement proems.

'

recommended as outlined below ihat
relies on federal funds as an incentive
for 'state enforcement of the licensing
provisions which should be used to exert
better leverage on institutional and indi-

vidual performances. Federal administrators are responsible for the efficient`
and conscientious use of federal .funds
but, to avoid undue federal control, have
relied on state and private voluntary determination of quality and integrity. The

federal government should provide incentives for the better determination of
eligibility.

An Outline of Reeonunendations
by Category:
Student Rights
1. Widest access to information on the

alternatives in postsecondary edu.cation.

2. Meaningful institutional disclosure
throughout the entire process of
being-a student:'
prior to and during entrance
period

while a_student
during and after exit,
3.'Clearly presented grieVance and redress proFedures:
refund policy .

how much
how to obtain.
4. Relationship between students and
school not to be impaired through
the sale of loans'(notes).
5. Provision for maintenance of
records even if the institution
should fail.
Student 'Respohsibilities
1. To make education decisions based
upon all available information,
AConmmminProtection

Publication of attrition rates is inadequate or nonexistent;
Publication of default rates is inadequate or nonexistent;
- Cooperation of ,educational and

Securing accreditation
Appeal procedures

placement claims also is inadequate

` Probation statuses-.
2. Provide 'adequate time to plan, for
shifts in government policy.
3. Clearly presented giievance and redress procedures.
4. Financially responsible refund poli-

or nonexistent;
Need:

To correct .the lack as noted in
the four items above.
Responsibility for Enforcement:
Licensing -tests with the states;
Correct use of federal funds rests

cies.

Rules and regulations are ineffective
unless there js some agency to enforce
them. 4ccorditigly, a new system is

.7,

tion to reliability of published catalog statements;

.

,

Institutional Responsibilities

with the appropriate federal ad-

1. Full ditclosure (same as for stu-

ministering .agency.
Mechanism:,

dentS).

2. Maintenance and provision for student access to their own records.'
3. If dropping out affects the student's
financial support or obligations, this
shall trigger institutional notifica-

Development of a uniform nationwide

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS AND
ENFORCEMENT OF

.priate governmental agencies when
infraetions take place:
state agencies (licenses)
federal agencies (federal hinds);
Providelederal incentive 'funds to
states accepting policing responsi-

RESPONSIBILITIES
Student Right;
1. Access to information.
Situation: , Due to the minimal
availability, of adequate information about alternatives within postsecondary education, this right can
be classified as not being available.
-

To determine on a state-by-state
level the alternatives available to a

bilities (similar to the.VA);

Private voluntary accrediting
agencies should continue to provide
traditional services, and reviews

and classifications should become
published public information.
3. Right to grievance and redress4this

student;

Any listings of alternatives should
include all institutions, accredited,
public, nonpublic, etc.;

To provide a clearinghouse for
state data and to provide technical
_assistance to those states without
such data.
,Mechanisms and Sponsorship:
-Federal- incentives to encourage
and enable states to collect the information;
Creation or appointment pf an independent nongovernmental agency
to act as a clearinghouse;

,:Clearinghouse, and states to develop and maintain data.

mechanism

and publication of required comparable institutional information;
Mandatory withdrawal or sanctions against institutions by appro-

tion.
4. Timely refunds.

Need:`,

disclosure

which, will 'facilitate accumulation

-

right speaks to the primary issue
of institutional refund policy).
Situation;

Currently most institutional refund policies are published, usually

in a catalog;
'Consistency of policy between institutions of a like nature is inadequate to nonexistent;
Appeal procedures. available to

students are indeqiiate to nonexistent.

Need and Responsibilities:

Publication of policies rests with
the institution as part of full disclosure;

- Consistency between institutions
should rest with state agencies;

2. Full. discl'os'ure.

Situation: '

Appeal procedures should rest

Currently only the Veterans Administration t(VA) requires atten-

"'

8

with:

institution, then the
3

#1"
-state agencies, then the

,courts
Mechanisms:

Through state licensing

proce-

dures, require

Require institutions with federal
postsecondary education 'funds to
participate;

Set standards for refunds of stu-

consistent refund
polici'es which are adequately published for students use;

culties, it is the student's responsi-

dent postsecondary education financial aid funds.

bility to renegotiate the repayment

Caveat:.

To insure understanding of all

schedule;

parties. Anilize a contractural ar-

If a student changes his or her
status, it is the education institution's responsibility to notify all

May be legislation baring such a
feder..1 agency inthe field of eduLotionwill. require ,rneeding.

rangement betweeti institufions and
studeMs which, among other things.
articulates refu.nd

pay ments dde to legitimate diffi-

identifiable concerned ptirties;

A federal tuition insurance co-

It is th.s6te and federal govern -`

operation-like agency is recommended as an auxiliary mechanism
for the protection of student fi-

ments' responsibility to bring about
consistency withinthe current loan

nancial interest in the case of insolvent}, or bankruptcy o4.'f educational institutions.
Student' Responsibilities
I. Student Responsibilityl: To make
education decisions based upon all avail-

able information.

,

- Situation:

prograni, such as:
coordinated repayment schedules for loan consolidation,
closing of loopholes,
strict inforcement of infrac-

tions (this would inclUde institutions in National Defense Student Loan programs).
Mechanism:

Full disclosure is now nonexistent;

Insure' that students understand
their loan obligations (full dis-

If full dilclosure existed, the students should avail ihemselvsof

closure);
Conduct a study to determine ma-

and understand such information.
Need: .

-sons for default rates and to de-

Full disclosure;

Close loopholes

- Adequate counseling facilities.
,Responsibility's

Velop remedies;

bankruptcy
laws which allow students to avoid
reasonable obligations;
in

Rests with the studentf

Provide for maintenance of the

Mechanism:

relation between schools and stu-

Require full disclosure;
Make available information developed in Student -ittgb I (see

dents

page 3);
Support adequate student counseling services;

All else test's with the student.
2. Student Responsibility 2: Meeting
of financial obligations for services performed.
Situation:

.

The current critical level of defaults on educational loans;

even though the loan(i)
(notes) may have been sold.

ADOITIO:SAL COMMENTS
AND VIEWS
Since a process and programs do not
evst at present to provide the necessary

information, and 'sine it is the right of
every citizen to have equal access to
postsecondary education, it is the reTonsibility of both the state and federal,
governrvents and their appropriate
agencies (such as the state labor depart-

ments) to provide and make available
the information and materials necessary for application and attendance in postsecondary education institutions. This

in:ludes the training of individuals to
provide counseling services at a localized

level to disseminate information-/about
institutions, admissions and financial
aid.

Students as consumers have a right
receive financial aid information
through a peer counseling processhigh, school students by a special.service stuto

dents, community persons by community
persons, etc. These prospective Students

would then have available all financial
aid information. This would he a local-

Institutional Rights and Responsibilities

ized$ dissemination effort.

Instkutional situation: inadequate.
Institutional need: monitor, set up me-

StUdents. in high school have the right
to access to postsecondary education in-

chanisms.

formation early, which is to be made

,Responsibility for 'mechanisms: similar
to student rights and responsibilities.

FEDERAL TUITION INSURANCE
CORPORATION PROPOSAL

available thpaugh career-type education

curriculum that examines the postsecondary education options, and pertinent
information such as institutions, admissions, financial aid and required eligibility tests.

Need :

The securing of tree education

:Millions in dollars in recent stu-

Students, upon entrance to a post-

under false pretenses, through 'loan
defaults.
Need:
TO" assess accurately the reasons
for defaults;

dent financial losses due to institutions closings.

secondary education institution, have
the right to be counseled about specific
financial aid programs, their componentsibbut obligations and alternatives
*available to the student for financial aid
and about their obligations.
During attendance at the institution,
the student has the right to counseling

,

;to develop and implement actions
necessary to reduce default situanons;

To provide for expansion of legal
remedies;
to provide for active inforcement of violations.
4

Respoitsibility:
Debt obligations rest with the student, excepting death and diSa6ility;
student is unable' to meet re-

Purpose:

/

Assure institutional financial responsibility to students;
Prevent closings due to financial
irresponsibility;
Insure students against loss in institutional bankruptcies,
Mechanisms:

Set standards for insurability of
institutions;

on the best way to spend his or her
posesccondary education dollar. This
might he accomplished through an education consumer cooperative located on
Consumer Protection

a campus or made up of a consortia of
postsecondary institutions. This cooperative would disseminate the beSt information on courses, counseling services, options and financial aid.

Students upon exit from the institution have the right to coun'seling of his
or her financial aid obligations and the
process for repayment, which includes
renegotiating the payment schedule and
length of time for repayment. It is the right of the student to have
a federal clearinghouse for complaints

which would, take the form of: (a) a
toll-free telephone number, (b) a central complaint registry. This might include a formal procedure for referral
of the complaint to the appropriate federal or state agency for action.

The accreditation process is not theprimary vehicle for protection of students as consumers. Accreditation is
similar in function and process to trade
association self-regulation State licensing is the primary vehicle that should be'

education are spent in the public
interest; and'
b. Consumers in the education marketplace are protected against false
--,claims made by public and private.
scfibols.

Furthermore, the student should be seen
not only as a consumer of education, but

as a partner in the process with equal
rights and responsibilities in the implied
or written contract between the student
and the school.

An Outline of Recommendations:
1. Through apprOpriate legislation the

rates should be assigned authority to
direct the collection and dissemination
of pertinent information about all postsecondary education. In additior states
should have the authority ato enforce
regulations:pertaining to collection and
dissemination of information and to
audit individual schools' claims. The
state agency assigned this responsibility

might be the "1202 commission- or.

That information should be subject
to audit by
agency.

an appropriate state

3. The federal government; with
vice from states and consume g, should
establish standard definitions ror Mformation. For example, employment objectives (jobs) and costs need standard

definition so prospective students can
make comparisons and states can poiform the audit `function fairly.
4. The states and schools should define grievance and redress procedures
and inform students about them. If such
procedures are not available, they should
be developed.

ie5 .

It

is 'recommended that the De-

artment of Health, Education and

Welfare (HEW) immediately explore
the possibility .of state-level funding of
the development.of computerized educational information systems like Oregon's
Career Information System. Because the

used. Accreditation is out of date and
out of reach of students, government
and all other third parties.
Holder in due course i an uncon-

statewide coordinating agency. While

U.S. Department of Labor is currently

is\ nderway, individual
states should le16(ify all agencies af-

sciousable practice in
lending. Neither the Department of Health,

ordination argil planning.

funding the development of occupational
information systems that can readily inchide education information, it is also
recommended that HEW explore a joint
endeavor with the Department of Labor
;=.,
in, developing these information systems.

this process

fected and provide mechanisms for co1

Education and Welfare nor any other
federal agency should propose any ex-

2. Information needed by prospective
I
students show include:

emption or special-status in bankruptcy
proceedings for postsecondary 4tudent
financial aid funds.
Full disclosure should be further defined to include all institutional communications with prospective students.
It should observe the following princi-

a. Access i forrhation such as pro- .

ples:

(a) Prohibition of certain misleading information; ,

(b) Require inclusion of certain inforMation;

(c) Cover all personal selling and
advertising;

,

gram descr ptions, coils,

payment
policies, refthid policies, admissions `;.
standards, financial aid availability,
prOcedures and criteria for eligibility,
he$1th facilities, programs of study,
counseling, accreditation, grading
policies and requirements for graduation.

b. Process information, such as academic

or class-work requirements,

patterns of student interaction, 'student-faculty relationships and dis-

(d) Securities Exchange Commissiontype disclosure prospective;

closure of problem-solving agencies
both within and outside the institu-

(e) Federal Trade Commissioh-type

tion.

truth-in-lending disclosure.

c.

Outcome

comes.

SEMINAR II: STUDENT
INFORMATION NEEDS
AND SYSTEMS
Federal, state and local government
shave joint responsibilities to insure that:
a. Public funds for postsecondary
Consumer Protection

those schools to support those claims
with verifiable information. For example, if a school claims its training
is likely to result in employment in
a given field, if even described in a
. catalogue, the schools should be required' to substantiate that claim.

10

they want it. For example, information
could

be

made

available

through

schools, employment offices, shopping
centers, social service agencies, libraries
and adult education councils, to name
only a few. Therefore the seminar
recommends continued development of
community counseling services'and educational information systems.
7. It

information in cases

It should be incumbent on

where they can get the infortnation when

is recommended that the Edu-

cation Commission of the States (ECS),
ERIC* or another appropriate national-

,

where schools claim their education
or training resqlts iecertain out-

6. Access, process and outcome infor-

mation should be made available to all
types of prospective and current postsecondary e,onsumers in environments

organization develop a national
clearinghouse for postsecondary education information that couRVIow sharing information among states and their
level

.

respective information delivel-9, systems,
In so doing, information should be

commonly defined and collected on a
national level. However, the develop*Educabonal Resources Information Center

,.

meld of state-leatel information systems
should take priority.
8. A follow -up conference should be

pre ktmission career counseling,
posfseabrulary orientation and con-

planned (perhaps six to nine months

The seminar participants noted that
postsecondary institutions should make
available complete and accurate information to all preadmissions counseling
mechanisms (that is; elementary and

tinued counseling.

hence) to determine the extent to which
these and other recommendations have

been acted upon, and the extent

to

which ECS should actively pursue their
implementation.
9 A state coordinating; governing or
regulatory agency for each state should
schedule an intrastate postsecondary
education conference for the purposes

of evaluating the recommendations of
the Knoxville conference and' for coordinating implementation. Consumer
groups, particularly students, should be
participants iilioach state conference.

an institutional "code of
ethics," it is recommended that each

institution develop and publish its adherende to its (Alin code of ethics.
Each accrediting agency should help

,develop and insure the quality of the
ethical practices of each member institution through preparation of a model,
such as the Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher Edu-

cation's Code of Good Practice, to be
adapted to specific institutional conditions. Accrediting agencies and state
associations should review the institution's adherence to its own code of
ethics.

Institutions should encourage passage
of state laws which support provisions

of model. legislation as applied to the
whole range pf postsecondary institutions.

In considering how students can be
counseled ,more effectively, two major
dilemmas were identifiei during ,the
seminar:
6

stitutions. Upper -class students should
be involved in orient tion planning and

formation to all preadmission counselling agencies and gioups.
6:institutions shouldfrecognize the value
of peer group information and utilize
-students both in orientation and

Effective mechanisms must be ded by the administration which

velo
alto

stsecondpry institutions should make

av liable complete and accurate in-

counseling. (Upper classmen should
be involved in orientation planning
and execution.)
7. Institutions should accept the obligation to foster awareness of students of
their own rights and responsibilities.

8. Each institution should develop effective means of identifying student
concerns:
...

student concerns to be identified.

accrediting agencies should
ourage member institutions, to estab1' h such mechanisms.
\Institution should employ a student ombudsman or equivalent position.
The administration .shotIld encourage
student participation in such- matters Is:
course and curriculum planning;
faculty e
cy, decisions in student affairs.
he

public and private. Institutions sh uld"

officer.

4...Greater attention should be paid to
preadmission counkling and postsecondary orientation and continued
counseling one a student has arrived.

institutions should make explicit
he personal r .ponsibility in making

tising by postsecondgry institutions, oth

To assure

seedndary schools as well as a broad
variety of external influence .
Value of peer inform ion xchanie
and advertisement sho Id be recognized and utilized by p stsecondary in-

career decisio s. Possible plaCements
should be d
mented, but creativity in
career choi s should be emphasized.
Instituti ns should recognize their
obligatio to foster students' own awareness of heir rights and responsibilities.

e

_

.

And, above- all, the administration
should make apparent to faculty r and
students' the ways that broadly based
student input has affected the decisions
made.

v

a. gcciediting agencies should encourage uistitutions to establish such
ritchanisms;
,b. Institutions should employ a student
ombudsman or equivalent;
c. Student participation should be encouraged in:

course and curriculum planning,
faculty evaluation,
policy decisions in student affairs;
d. Institutional administration should

make clear to faculty and students
the impact of siudent input on decisions plus open as many lines of
communication as possible.

9. A grievance procedure including the
right of appepl should be developed in
each institution and made visible and
easily accessible to students. The procedure should move from informal to
structured methods of conflict 'resolution as necessary.'

\ The seminar participants recognize an
apparent lack of communication be-

tween students and administration, and
recommends that a grievance procedure,
including the right of appeal, should be

developed and made visible and easily
accessible to students. The procedure
should move from the informal to the
structured methods of copflict resolution.

An Outline of Recommendations:
I. Institutions should assure the public of
their concerroabout truth in advertising by one or both of the following.
a. an internal publicity screening &pmmime or person;
.
b. an ombudsman or consumer affairs
officer on campus.

so.

2. Each instil tion should develop and
publish its wn code of ettOs:

.

of ethics.
passage
3. Institutions should
of the model legislation as applied to
full range of postsecondary education.

/-- 11

The seminar participants agreed that
there are many Abuses and increasing
complaints concerning improper adv/6r-

' an ombudsman or consumer affairs

sociations should review an institution's adherence to its own code

execution. Contacts made during the
orie tion period hOuld be expanded.

SEMINAR III:
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES

assure the public of their truth-in- advertising by. establishing one or both of the
following:
a publicity screening person or cornmittee;

a' Accrediting agencies should prepare
model -codes of -ethics for their
members;
b. Accrediting agencies and state as-

SEMINAR IV: REGULATIONS
AND SAFEGUARDS
It was stressed throughout the seminar that the consumer is

educated

today than 'ever before yet still needs.
better lines of communication open for
his or her benefit, especially in the area
of education. Governments should only
have the authority to safeguard dollarsspent and should not make educational
judgments.

There must be a 100 per cent concern
expressed by each area of the tripartite
(state-federal-institution) if the consumer is to be protected. There should
Consumer Protection
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not be a shared responsibility, that is,
33 per cent per group, to address the

mincing a data center on predetermined
eligibility criteria.
4. States must coordinate related education ageneies.to insure a smooth flow
of inforniation relative to postsecondary
education consumer protection.

problem.

If there is an agency role conflict, is
this counterbalanced by what accrediting bodies do in establishing accountancy for federal aid distribution? Can
re be an overlap of role? If there is,
d

5. The ECS model legislation plight
be expanded to include a state clearinghouse or data bank.

s this'create a problem? There should

not be, in that overlap properly administered can be beneficial.
It must be stressed that accrediting

bodies cannot and must not act

An Outline of Recommendations:
I. Establishment of a national clarin
house for storage and disseminate n
of data relevant to consumer prote

as

policemen. That function is reserved for
the states and Federal government. We

Lion (preventive as well as corrective).
2. Establishment of clearinghouse within
each state.
3. Federal funds should be allocated for

, must not continue to force that role on
the accrediting bodies and perhaps the
Congress was wrong in making accreditation the apparent single most important factor for funding eligibility.
The state was focussed on as the first
mast important part of the triangle since
it is the entity given educational oversight by, the U.S. Constitution. Should
we have a "sliding scale" going from a
good state to a "no laW" state wheleby
flexible federal control or assistance

agency implementation in each state
based on established enteria.
4. Federal funds should be allocated for

financing of data centers on predetermined eligibility criteria.

5. States should coordinate related education agencies to insure a smooth
flow of information relalive to postsecondary education consumer prot:eclion.

6. ECS maid legislation should be expantjed to include provisions for a
stat clearinghouse or data bank.

should be given? This was not too
readily acceptable due to historical

7. One hundred per sent effort

is re-

quireizi by each megiber of the tripar-

tite arrangement (federal, state, educatio al ,and consumer agencies).

arguments in the states relative to con-

trol of all education. Again the point
was made that we are forgetting the
public and private institutions in this

SEMINAR V: FULL
INSTITUTIONAL DISCLOSURE
The seminar'considered the central
question: what are the basic kinds of
in'formation postsecondary institutions
should disclose to education consumers?
In intensive sessionN over the two-day

period, the panel produced three types
of recommendations:
I. Guidelines for the Formulation of
Disclosure Requirements. Early in the
discussions, it became clear that in order
10 develop a disclosure policy appropri-

issues, the seminar participants made

to a given situation, some b is
questions had to be addressed. lhy

the fullov.,ing rccor9mendations.

disclosure? What kind .0f postsecondary

Based on the discu4sions of the above

ate

I. There should be a national cleat:-

dissemination of data relative to consumer protection (preventative ,as welly
as corrective).
A state clearinghouse also should
be established.

3. Federal funds should be allocated
for agency implemenIation on predetermined eligibility criteria and for fi-

which is recommended for consideration
by all agencies and groups developing a

disclosure policy. The participants recommend tat t e Majority of items on
be disclosed by postthe list shou
secondary in itutions; though the intended purposes, types of ,institutions
and audiences to be served by the.disclosure would have to be specified betore the list Cold be applied to a particular situation.
3. Recommended Disclosure "Alii,n-

da." One of the major outcomes of the
discussion was the identification of key
issue which should be given :attention
by appropriate authorities. The seminar
participants recommend that these
issues be taken as an urgent agenda for
.
furtheffdiscussion and action.
A. Guidelines for the Formulation of
Disclosure Requirements
I. Disclosure requirements mandated
by state

agencies and other groups

should serve clearly specified audiences,
and the information presented should be.
\ in a form which is demonstrably useful
to these audiences.
2. Disclosure requirements mandated
by state agencies and other gr,oufis

.

institutions are invoked? Disclosure to
whom' Sins.c these questions will be
,.nswered differently iA different contexts, no uniform or single best" polii.y
would fit all situations. However, a
number, of points surfaced which the
participants believe should be taken into
account by any group attempting to develop a disclosure policy These are
proposed in the form of guidlijnes.

quired.

Disclosfire requirements intended

3.

students should be distik
gulshed annghree typesrof infoima-'
to benefit

tion: (a) a orn ation,which prospective
students actually

use

in determining

what. type of postsecondary institution
to attend, ( b) information whi students, in the judgment of some a horities, should use as a basis, for enrollment

decisions, and (c) information about
postsecondary education which students
have a right to have, upon Inquiry, and
which should therefore be. available in
the public domain.
4. All items of, information which
0 postsecondary institutions are required
to disclose for the benefit of students

should be pretested on a sample popu'lation of students before becoming a
permanent feature of regulatory policy.
5. While -institutional differences
must be recognized, disclosure require-4-.or

ments, to the extent possible, shoul0
apply to all postsecondary institutions.
This pertains. in particular, to requirements i for disclosure of the financial
!
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hould be based on cost-benefit calculations, and priorities should be established among types of information re-

question of consumer protection.
A better system of ihbormation exchange is needed and .the is also a
need to identify all concerned agencies.
We need one clearinghouse for` educational irgormation and another one for
information on ft-lids, deceptive practices and misrepresentation. It was noted
that the Education Commission of the
States' (ECS) %odel legislation contains,
no clause few the establishment of datd
banks ItNwas emphasized that many
states still 'have weak 'chartering laws
tkiat make it easy for shoddy operations
to start,

inghouse established for the storage and

2. "'Disclosure Checklist. Discussion

of a prospectus list of idformational
items to be disclosed led to a draft

12
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obligations to be born by students upon
enrollment irkpostsecondary institutions.
ti

-

" B. Disclosure Checklist

The seminar participants Propose four

types of information which, should be
disclosed by postsecondary institutions
and recommend consideration of a
number of specific informational items
within each it ype.

1. 'Basic rinstitutional identification
and rules zof -goyerance:

a. Name and address of the institu'tidn, of the institution's key officials
.

and governing authorities;
b. A calendar showing legal'holidays,
beginning and ending dates of course
",:work and other important dates;
c. The total student enrollment at the
institution;
d. Rides and standards governing ad-

missions, and granting of credit for
prior education and training;

programs, including availabilit) of
these funds, to students, conditions of
eligibility and terms of repayment;
e. Institutional financial statement,

number and percentage of graduates ikho obtain employ ment in a
closely 'related occupation or pro-

and reference to other sources of information on institution's financial

*number and percentage of graduates who received advancement in
present employment which can be
directly attributed to the completion of.jhe prograM,
number anq percentage of gradu-

viability.
3. Educational resources, processes
and content:
a. Description of available facilities
and equipmfnt;
b. Descriptions or institutional, program and course-level educational ob-

tion's placement assistance;

Description of methods used by
institution, if any, to determine emd.

ployment needs in the occupations or
professions' for which twining is provided;
e. Description

of process and

re-

sources,(e.g., guidance counseling) by
which institution facilitates choice of

demic reasons.

g. Description of range of optional

2.

Financial costs and student

fi-

nancial obligations:

a. Detailed schedule of fees, charges
for tuition, books, supplies, tools, student activities, rentals, deposits,
housing fees and all other charges; .

b. Policies relating to tuition and fee
increases in periods after students
have enrolled;
c.

Policies relating to the refund of

program and/or major field of study
by students;

f./Qualificationi of instructional, administrative and counseling staff;
ways in which students can complete
educational requirements (Including
self-study, lecture attendance, lab-

oratory work, etc.);
.11. Student-teacher ratio,
4.

Indicators of institutional effec-

tiveness:

a. Names of institutions. if any, which
will accept credit transfer, without ex-

the unused portion of tuition, fees and
other charges in the event the student

amination of the student, including
an explanation of the credit transfer

does not enter courses or withdraws
from 'the institution. These shall include disclosure of:

arrangement;
.
b Information concerning. ability of
institution to meet federal or state

how notice of cancellation is to

licensing requirements, and recogni;
lion of the institpon by accrediting
agencies, associations and unions;,
c. Numbers of students who graduate
and percentage of graduates relative
to percentage of students who enroll;

be given,

to whonf notice of cancellation is
to be given,
how effective date of cancellation
is to be determined,
- -maximum elapsed time between
cancellation and acknowledgement
of cancellation,
maximum elapsed time between

cancellation and refund,
an explanation of nonrefundable
fees or charges, and

an explan4on of

EN Relationship of education and
training provided to employability:

number and percentage of graduates who obtain employment in the
occupation of field for which
trained,

'number and percentage of stu-

policies re-

dents who obtained employment in

lating to holder in due course,
d Description of institutional participation in federal grant and loan

the occupation or profession for
which training -was provided prior
to gradliaticin,

8
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ates who did not obtain employment but were available for employment,

jectives;

,c. Extent and nature of the institu-

Rules and standards concerning
student conduct and grounds for dismissal relating to misconduct;
f. Rules and standards relating to
academic progress, minimum grades
And conditions for dismissal for acae.

fession,

fr

number and percentage of graduates for which emplOymerit information is not available, and
names Jed companies, firnis, corporations, etc., which employed
recent graduate,s;

e. Salary 'mites of recent graduates;
f. Sample survey data on studentsin
residence and students who have

graduated concerning the relationship
between the.ir expectations of the institution and,th realities of attending
the institution;

g. Evaluations of instructional performance.
C. Disclosure Agenda
All seminar participants

believed

strongly that more information should
be disclosed by postsecondary institutions. At the same time, a 'number Of
panel members were concerned that
consumer protection might become not
an objective but an excuse for imposing
informational requirements on institutions which served no clearly specified
audience needs, or worse would yield
data which.would mislead and confuse
rather than help the student and other
citizens. From the discussion, there

emerged a number of key issues for
further consideration:

1. Assuming that it is desirable to
provide students with information con` cerning not only the total enrollment of
an institution but enrollment relevant to
the particular , educational contexts the
student will experience (classes, pro-

grams), how can this to done? What
is the most relevant and meaningful indicator of institutional size?
2. Research suggests that students are

affected by the student-peer environment more than by many other characteristics of an institution. How should
information about this peer environment
he provided to prospective.students9
3. Many seminar participants strongly
urged the disclosure by all postsecondary
Consumer Protection

institutions of aggregat data on the em-

ployability Or graduatei. Others cautionesiAhat. (a) such data says more
about the vagaries of the local employment market than the effectiveness of
fete institution's education, (b) the time
period needed for determining' whethtt
the graduate had received appropriate
skills would be over a career line of five

to seven years and (c) this data misrepresents the agendas of those institutions which seek education rather than

narrow training. Under what circum-

stances canand shouldindicators of
employability be used? What do they
indicate?
-

4. The seminar participants also 'discussed, without reaching a conclusion,
the problems involved in requiring tlrti

discldsure of attrition data. Members
pointed out that dropping out could be
a measure of institutional success, as
well as ineffectiveness, and that attriz
tion,rates indicated very different things

about an institution with selective admissions. What are the appropriate uses,

if any; of attrition information?

5. As an alternative to the use of
aggregate data on employability and
attrition, some panel members stiongly
urged the use of surveys of student satisfaction taken 'while students were in

,the institution as wel1.8 after graduation. To what extent are student satis-

4. Indices, if institutional effectiveness.
a. Limitations of data on employment

faction surveys an appropriate indicator
of institutional effectiveness? How
should they be used?

vagaries of local employment scene
than on effectiveness of institution;
b. Possible development of "satisfac-

6. The seminar participants thought
that mope career and 'employment informatioeshould be made available to
prospective students but were uncertain
about what responsibility postsecondary

institutions should assume, or be required to assume, for providing this information. The seminar participants
agreed that postsecondary institutions

might most effectively function as a
referral service to other sources of data
and- encouraged exploration Of how this
linkage role might be best implemented.

An Outline o'f Recommendations:
1. Basic information and rules of goyernancename, place, traditions, admissions standards, eddt-ational standards, student conduct standards, etc.,
;hould be disclosed.
2. Financialb costs and obligations stu-

dents incurshould be applied acrogs
the board to all postsecondary education institutions.
3 Education resources, processes and
contacte.g. faculties, facilities, placement capabilities, etc., should be dis-

of graduatesmay furnish more on

tion survey data"questions as to
whether institution met expectations

in residence, one year out, two
years, five years.

5. Types of information:
a. Information students use in making
education decisions; comparable information about institutions; should
be pretested on students and not too
voluminous;

2

b. Information students should use
e.g. employment data;
c. Information on why students go to
collegevaluable to institutions
d. Information for licensing boards,
etc., about institutions.

0, Full disclosure areas:
a. Accurate and' full' disclosure of
availability of employment opportunial and placement record;
b. StUdents complete financial obligation including cancellation rights,

refund policy and "holder in due
course"

c School's dropout rate, enrollment
process and admission standards;
d. Course content and purpose, teacher
qualifications/ and availability of
acceptable resources;

e. Nature of obli tion, extent of indebtedness, meth
of repayment

and meaning of participation

in

federal grant an loan programs.

closed.

14"
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ADDENDUM I: THE FEDERAL. INTEREST IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION CONSUMER PROTECTION

.

a

Virginia Y. Trotter
Assistant Secretary for Education
Department of liealth, Education and Welfare

This conference marks an important
and historic point in our progress toward
making consumer protection in postsec-

and elsewher
ported and ap

ondary education a reality. Just eight

federal inter

wrtionths ago, the first national conference

on this topic was held in Denver. It was
the first time representatives of the federal pd_state governments, institutions
and consumer groups, industry, students
and the public met together to share common concerns and begin thinking about
solutions. This second conference indi-

cates the success of bringing together
stIch diverse interests.

Since that first conference, much
has happened which focuses on the importance of consumer protection in postsecondary education.

which needs to be re-

in these two areas at this conference will
be useful as we consider .alternatives to
current practices the months. ahead. .

zed. However, I would

like to cone m yself mainly with the

t inis area.

I think there arc two kinds of consumers of postsecondarl education. The
first is the direct cdnsu rthe student.
He or she invests time, e rgy and re-

These .rational purposes and the
very size of the federal investment ex` plain the federal interest in consumer
protection in postsecondary education. I
believe the federal role in this area is

apsources in obtaining an educa on and expects to receive a return on
t invest-

four-fold and includes the following
components:

ment. The return may be imme tate, in
terms of experiencing a satisfying-educational or social experience. The return
may also be long term in the form of
higher income, a better job and a more
fulfilling life.

'

The second kind of consumer is the

indirect consumersociety. For nearly

1. The federal government should
devise rules and regulations which can
be implemented by appropriate authorities for the protection of the individual
and the public interest in areas of specific abuse. For example, the proposed
regulations relating to the Guaranteed

Second, in the U.S. House of Representa-

In the past three decades the level of

Student Loari Program and to the
procedures for approving acctediting
associations. Both of these proposed
regulations have consumer protection

tives the subcommittee of the Governnient Operations Committee has held
hearings on proprietary school activities
and the Special Subcommittee on Education has held hearings on institutional
, eligibility. In the United States Senate,
Senator Pell's Subcommittee on Educa-

public support has grown tremendously,.

features written into them.

First, the press has done a fine job
in exposing some of the glaring abuses
especially in Boston and in Washington.

tion of the Labor and Public Welfare
Committee has also held hearings on
these topics.

Third, there has been considerable
discussion of the recommendations of
two reports sponsored by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW): the Newman Report* and the
Report on Private Accreditation and
Publid Eligibility.** Fourth, the Federal

Interagency Committee on Education
has jtist approved, in -principle, a federal

strategy report by its subcommittee on
consumer protection in posts'econdary
education.
This is only part of the background

to these meetings. Much has been happening in the states, in the associations
*The Second Newman Report: National
Poky and Higher Education. Report of
a Special Task Force to the cretary of

Health, Education and We are, Frank
Newman, 'chairman. Cambridge, Mass.:
The MIT Press, October 1973. pp xvii,
227.

Harold Orlans, study prepared for the
U.S. Office of Education, 1974. In preparation.
10

200 years there has been public support
ofpostsecondary- education in America.

Contributions from federal and state
governments now constitute nearly twothirds of the roughly S30 billion industry that is now postsecondary education.

This public supportthis indirect consumptionof postsecondary education is
based on a number of assumptions, of
which perhaps two are more widely held
than others. These are: (1) higher levels
of education and training make a net contribution to the economy and society and

(2) equal opportunity in adult life requires equal access to postsecondary education.
These national purposes in supporting postsecon4Jary education have had
special relevance for the federal government. The federal government has been
moving more and more in the direction
of placing actual investment decisions in
the hands of individual students in the
form of student aid. Therefore, the federal responsibility for seeing that its dollars are well spent rests increasingly on
two forms of assurance: (1) the criteria
(or mechanisms) by which postsecondary institutions become eligible for receiving federal student aid (that is, guaranteed loans, basic grants, etc.) and (2)
the process by which students decide in
*inch eligible`institution they should invest their federal dollars. The discussions

15

2. The federal government should
support the development and testing.
methodologies that will permit the better

performance and regulation by appropriate authorities of activities in the individual and public interest. Here an
example is the competition . the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education will be holding this fiscal
year to develop a postsecondary institutional "prospectus." I think this will

result in a major step forward in our
knowledge relating both to criteria for
institutional eligibility and to the information which students need to make intelligent choices about their education.

3. The federal government should
provide national support, coordination

and encouragement to the many interests and activities devoted to consumer protection. There could be no
better example of this than these two
conference's, which the federal govern-

ment has helped to organize and financially support. There are also a
number of other ways in which the
federal government can carry out its
role. These will be discussed in the workshop sessions.

4. The federal government should

help educate consumers about their
.

.
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rights and responsibilitie. There are
many aspects of this part of the federal

role One of the most important s student financial rights and responsibilities.
For example, the Congress has created

there should-not be, in all-encompassing
role for the federal government comparable to a ministry of education in another
country, where national governments are
charged with the responsibility of fund-

cation is to help people prepare for the
future,. We need to have some sort of
image of the ruture,.some sort of image
of ;hhat the world is all aboutin order.
for us to produceian image of, the kind
of values which will be appropriate for
the world ahead.
a

and
.. the Department of Health, Edacalion and Welfare has administered two
major student aid programs.

tion. Rather, the federal governnlent has

The Basic Educational Opportunity

ditions under which the educational

Grants Program was a historic break-

needs of American societi, are most

through because it established that every
student had the right to some federal aid
to attend a postsecondary education institution. In contrast, the Guaranteed Stu-.
dent Loan Program, is one in which students have the responsibility to repay the
money they have borrowed We must all
be concerned that students fully under-

likely to be met. If anything, the Ameri-

If we work upon marble, it will per-

can approach is more demanding, re-

ish, if on btass, time will efface it;
if we real temples, they will czumble into dust; but if we work -upon
immortal tr{inds, and imbue them

stand their obligations under this program before they legally commit themselves.

There has never bee; and'I believe

ing, planning and management educa-concerned itself with creating the con-

Daniel Webster expressed it so elo" quently:

quiring both, imagination and prudence.

There are almost as many visionary notions about what education's future shape should beas there are school

with principles, with love of our

critics. Today, I believe, diversity is nec-

fellow man.and with sense of value,

essary. A respect for the differences in

of faith, of integrity, then we engrave on those tablets something

students' backgrounds and interests must!

guide postsecotdary institutions as they
too rethink their objectives.
The fundamental purposd'of edu-

that "wilt brighten to all eternity.

4
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ADDENDUM H: THE CONSUMER'S NEED FOR PROTECTION IN .THE' EDUCATIONAL MARKETPLACE 1'
.

.
.

,1

i

P.

Virginia H. Knauer
Special Assistant to the President- for Consumer Affairs

.
!,

t

Three years ago I was privileged to
address the, annual meeting of the Education CorninWsion of the States. Then
we talked about the need for consumer
education as a way of helping the con-'

stnner to protect himself in the traditional marketplace Now we are looking
.1.1, a prohlein that was scarcely recog-

nized three years agothe consumer's
rigid for ,protection in the education
ru ancetplace.
1
4 "ly now is the student gaining reco

0 4', (is a consumer. The needs of

the:student consumer, and the problems
he or she encounters as ,a purchaser of

educational services, have long lieen
overypked because we did not think
of the student as a consumer. We thought
educatiOnal and training progiams were

differeilt from Commercial goods and
services. We did not expect to, find that
the abuses of the traditional marketplace

are
t, also at wqrk in th'e'education marketplace.

-

For-the past 30 years, constimer
prCitection efforts have focused on the
conventional marketplace. Meanwhile.
education consumer problems have been
growing and complaints show the trend.
One division within the U.S. Office of
Education reports that its complaint volume has doubled each year for the last
three years. The Better Business Bureau
also reports increases in their substantial volume of complaints about proprietary vocational schools.
The Second. National Conference
on Colisumer Protection in Postsecondary Education, following up on the conference in Denver last March, was called

to give us a chance to work together to
resolve problems in the selling of postsecondary education, At the first conference many of these problems: 'were
identified. The student consumer is fre-

The potential student's highest
hopes for self-improvement are appealed

exist.

to ,for the most basic reasonto get his
money or the go&ernmcnt.s. If the au-.
dent gets discouraged' and, drops out, is
contract may sta) -sftleeze him for the
full turtion._ In fact. some unscrupulous
vocational schools count on a high dropout rate to niake money.

When the consumer is sold an un
suitable course of study or when the
training he buys is inadequate to prepare
him for the job:he seeks. it is the, con-

sumer who loses. He is left with debt
and despair. His credit rating may be
jeopardized and his disillusionment may
lea'ire him.permanently embittered about,
educandn. The federal government isofty the loser too. Whist her a student def ults on a government - Insured lo n because he has been cruelly misled r because he cynically ignores his, debt it is
the statcor federal government thattends
- up paying. Therefore, the taxpayer has a

stake in ensuring that the consumer receives full value for his education money.

The taxpayer also has a stake in ensur, ing , that the consumer understands hisresponsibility to repay a federal loan.
The consumer abuses in the educar

tion sector are just ac flagrant as those
we find in other sectors of the economy.

Such as mail-order fraud or medical
quackery. And we mast recognize that
we can't just blame a few fly-by-night
operators for the problems. The complaints we see involve major companies
with good national reputatii?ns
I would like to point out a few case
histories that have come to my attention
because they illustrate the comp)eity of
the consumer protection problem and
the personal tragedies involved. As we
try to find solutions, we need to,remerri-

more secure future. The availability of
federal funds made this young veteran an
attractive prospect to the salesman who
signed him up for over 51,200 worth of
lessons and equipment. The salesman arranged for a federally insured loan which
the veteran expected to pay off with his
veteran's education benefits on a lessonby-lesson basis. The loan, of course, was
made by the parent company which also
manufactured the equipment. dt all
seemed very easy to the veteran until he

,started on the lessons. He soon found
that he did not have the aptitude or experience to complete the course and de
cided to cancel the lessons. He discovered'. however, that his contract required
him to pay for the full tuition and much

of the equipmenta (total of $875. That

is a high price to pay for a shattered
dream. The student's loss was the company's gain. It retained the.equipment the

student had paid for and when the student balked at paying, as he did in this
cas,prthe lender was protected by the fed-

eral guarantee on the loan.
. We also hear of many cases where
students do not receive the training they
have paid for, where the facilities are
inadequate and the staff is untrained. A
student who enrolled in a fashion merchandising course was switched, without
het consent, to .a receptionist curriculum
because the course she had paid for was
not even offered. Students in Secretarial'

courses often find that there are not
enough typewriters to go around. One
student. who has now defaulted on her
federally- insured

loan,

had a

math

teacher who admitted knowing nothing

about math but offered to learn along
with the students. The job placement
services offered by one school turned out

to be nothing more than clippings from
the want ads of the local papers.

quently victimized '1)9 misleading advertiting, high' pressure sales tactic's, inade-

bee that we are dealing with people's
liyes and potential livelihoods. as well

quate facilities and unfair refund policies The low-income, undereducated

Ai with vast sums of money.
r .
Th,ree years ago a young Vietnam
veteran, of Spanish-American, descent,

students at public and private nonprofit
schools also encounter abuses. For ex-

responded to an ad that prOmised tre-

ample, a doctoral candidate at a state

mendous employment potential for any-

university complained that the require-

man or woman is often talked into sign-

ing up for a course with promises of
high-paying job opportunities that do pot

Noir

This text is the basis

of Mrs

Knauer's oral remarks and should be used
with the Understanding that some rnaterial-

may be omitted or added during presenta p
hon.

Although most of the consumer,
problems we hear about involve profitmaking technical or home-study schools,

one who completed a correspOndence

rnens for his doctorate had been changed

me entertainment electronics

Naftet lie enrolled. When he failed the

course in

.,

e veteran had been laid off
16 'Os that year and was eager .for, a

Systems.

newly required exam, he could not find
out What hit, grade was. He also found

":'. ,i.
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volve consumers, in developing policy.

ucational institutions. When ITheaded

profit education institutions include
abrupt tuition increases. delays in
i provid-

Pennsylvania's Bureau of Consumer Protection, I saw at first hand how important
it is for the states to actively protect the

Consumer .v ice presidents and consumer
advisory committees help progressive

lessors.

Where can the education consumer
turn for help') Who is looking out for his
interests" Who has the authority to crack
down on the abuses') The answer is every' brie and therefore no one Authority for
,setting standards, °approving schools or
'funding student financial assistance is so

to find

expertise in some aspects of the prob-

tives of consumer organizations. Our
challenge is to transcend our parochial

took an active part in writing the straw*

Fortunately, we are not starting
from zero. In the past two years we have
made significant progress in recogniz,Ing
the existence of consumer problems' in

education We have also taken some of
the first steps in strengthening regulations to combat these abuses The press
has played a key role in exposing the
abuses consumers encounter in postsecondary education. In March 1974 the
Boston Globe published an outstanding
series of articles describing' the ways
Boston consumers were exploited The
Washington Post also did an excellent
series on consumer -problems with technical schools and home-study courses

Congress has now launched several investigations into what the federal

government can or should be doing to
protect education consumers 'Senator
Claiborne Pell, chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Education, held hearings this past fall on why students were
defaulting on .,their guaranteed loans
Congressman James O'Hara chairman
of the House Special Subcommittee on
Education, -conducted hearings on accreditation and institutional eligibility
to participate in federal student aid I
think we adan expect growing -interest
from Congress.
The states Are also becoming more

active Tennessee's Representative Tom
Jensen spearheaded the model state leg.

.

Consumer Protection

still experimental.,- 'However they are im-

portant because these efforts address
such issues as public responsibility, dis&sure. and redress. ;These issues are as
critical in education as they are in commercial enterprises. One of the reasons
consumers are encountering abuses in education is that we have failed to recog-

onsumer protection in postseceducation. The subcommittee's
strategy report recommends ways that
federal, state and pris ate organizations
can act to reduce consumer abuses.

act accordingly.

prove ,complaint handling by involving
consumer_ representatives in industry's
complaint handling mechanisms.
Many of industry's innovations are.

tee o
ond r

lems, whether we are state or federal officials, educators, students or representa-

viewpoints so that we can see The consumer's problems as -a whole and then

,

At the federal lesel,,at least 12 ag-

cation IFICE) establis*hed a subcommit-

is

point of sale materials. I have also
worked with several industries to im-

encies share in the responsibility for protecting the consumer of education serv-

stitution has full responsibility The edu-' I
cation consumer is left in a vacuum. The

companies or tracie associations to anticipat e consumer needs and thus fore4tall consumer problems. I have worked
with a number of...industries on improving disclosure through labeling and other

grams and absconding charm schools.

ices. To coordinate federal efforts, the
Federal Interagency Committee on Edu-

ways to fill that vacuum. Each of us has

---

student consumer. We worked through
school guidance counselors to alert students to the pitfalls of unscrupulous
home-study and vocational-training pro-

fragmented that no one agency or inpurpose of this conference
.

-

islation on approval of postsecondary ed-

ing qualified instructors or equipment
and unwarranted substitution of pro..

.

that most of his credits were not transferable Other complaints about non-

The Office of Consumer Affairs

nize that the education community is

report and in helping to organize both
the Denser and the Knoxville consumer

responsible to the public, not just to itself. Education institutions often lack

protection conference. 33,'e have worked

mechanisms for ensuring that the public,
including the student, has a voice in setting goals and standards.

within government an with consumer
organizations to promote recognition of

the student as a consumer with rights

This problem is evident in the accreditation process, for example. Although accreditation is a private function. its purpose is public. Too often the
public interest in accreditation as a valid
measure of a school's standards is neg-

and responsibilities.

You are familiar with some of
steps that federal agencies have alrebcb
taken to protect education consumers, in-

cluding the Office of Education's proposed regulations on guaranteed stu-

lected Critical information on full or

dent loans and its new criteria for- recognizing private accrediting agencies. The
Veterans Administration now requires a
10-day reaffirmation period and ensures

partial accreditation is frequently hidden
from the consumer and, as far as I know,

no students have been included on accrediting teams. The U.S. Office of Edu-

that students pay only for the training
cation's / ne criteria for approving acthey receive. The Federal trade Corncreditin agencies 'will promote consumer
mission's (FTC) proposed trade regulaprotection. Likewise. efforts recently'
tion rule cosering profit-making vocamade By the major accrediting agencies
tional and home-study schools would ,....to-itwlude public members will servethe
give prospective students a 10-day cooling-off period. It would also guarantee
them a fair refund policy and would require disclosure on the prospects of gek.
tinea job as a result of the training.,
Issues such as, disclosure and coinpraint handling are new to the educatitn ..,

world, but consumers have been prest.
string the business community on these,
for years. It would, therefore, be help'
rul to examine how business is tackling
similar problems. Business. of course;
still faces critical consumer problems,
huLsome companies and industry trade
associations have responded with inno-,
vatise solutions and a willingness to ex-

and programs. but I shall mention just
one more. We know of many cases where

a school made no effort to determine
whether the potential stude\ nt possessed

the aptitilde to benefit from the program being offered. Nowt that many
schools, both collegiate and vocVonal
are faced with declining enrollments,
there is,further incerierve to recruit students whether or not they are capable of

'

Pefiment. For example, some now in-

'48

public interest.
There are many facets to the public
responsibilities of education institutions

completing and benefiting from a course.
To enroll students witho.ut determining
their aptitude or suitability for a program
is a cruel and irresponsible waste of the

4
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education consumer's time, money and
hopes. Under the proposed Guaranteed
Student Loan Program regulates, vocational schools, would have to consider the
student's aptitude.

Many of the education consumer's
problems boil down to the issue of disclosure. Consumers often do not get the

facts they have a right to and need to
make wise choices. Television ads, school

brochures and the salesman's pitch all
raay provide information; in many cases

they also contain misinformation. At
present the salesman has more to gain
then to lose by exaggerating what his,
school offers. Ensuring that the informa-

tion consumers get on education programs is complete and accurate is a tremendous challenge which will take perennial vigilance..The new Office of Education and FTC proposals give particular
emphasis to requiring disclosure on the
realities of job placement. What other
information should the consumer have?
How can it be presented so that the copsumer can evaluate it? And what should
be the penalties for misinformation?

I urge you to look at the role of

defaulting because they themselves have

been cheated or misled? We know that
kimetimes salesmen tell students that
they have to repay a loan only if they

uating institutions and programs. Complaints can also help regulatory agencies
in their enforcement efforts. How can we

the burden on the school, not the stu-

channel the many individual consumer
complaints 'so that they serve as an ef-

dent? And how -can we write loans in a

way that clearly states the consumer's
obligation whatever the salesman says to
the contrary?
,

As we shape policy on disclosure,
we should fob k at some of the efforts
that ha've been made by other goyernment agencies and by business to provide information simply and directly.
For example, the Interstate Commerce

The General Accbunting Office estimates the overall default rate for student loans to be 25 per cent. The default rate for students attending profitmaking schools is 50 per cent which

Administration's regulations and the proposed Office of Education and FTC rules
would guarantee students who drop out

.t)

%

a fair refund on the unused portion of
The Office of Consumer Affairs has
given high priority to improving the machinery of consumer redress in government and in industry. Now we urgently
neekt, to focus on the education donsum-,
ears complaints. Because so maniagencies and institutions share responsibility
fo'r protecting the education, consumer,

students often (lo not rnOw where to
turn when they encounter a pioblem. We

know that for every complaint we receive, many more abuses go unreported.
As a first step, my office is working on a
standard education complaint form.

We do not even know why students

are defaulting. To what extent are students deliberately; cheating the federal

consumer's complaint, we need to develop mechanisms for using consumer

government? And to what extent are they

complaints as %search and enforcement

14

into action.

Economic security is a third issue

Complaints are a valuable indicator
of consumer problems. They can help us
to detect trends in patterns of abuse, do
*addition to responding to the indivjdual

comes to four times the rate for students
at nonprofit institutions.

.

of concern to the business world and education community alike. At present, the
student, consumer can lose his- entire fi-

their investment.

ings. The shockingly high default rates
on guaranteed student loans demonstrate
that we are not conveying our message
to the student concerning his rights and
responsibilities whin taking out a loan.

I have raised many Ruestiohs. I look,

forward to translating, qur discussions

booklet that explains their rights. Many
appliance warranties have been simftli:
fled so that the consumer knows exactly
what are his rights and obligations.

ures required by government regulations?

Disclosure is a problem on roan
agreements as well as on a school's offer-

fective expression of the public's experience and needs?

Commission now requires movers of
household goods' to give consumers a

nancial investment if his school closes
or if he drops out before completing his
educational training. EAsting Veterans

sponsibilities?

crediting agencies do a better job of eval-

get a job. If a student defaults because he
was misled about an educational program
or the terms of a loan, how can we place

federal and state governments and consumer organizations in promoting consumers' awareness of what they shoulld:,14.
be looking for in postsecondary education. Kow can we work with schools,and
guidance counselors to help prospective
students make productive use of disclos-

How can consumer organizations inform the public of their rights and re-

tools so that the bad experience of one
student can be used to protect the next
student. Student complaints can help ac-
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ADDENDUM III: A LEGISLATOR LQOKS AT CONSUMER PROTECTION IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCiyTION.

Joseph' C. Harder
.
State Senator, Majority Leader and Chairman,
Education Committee, Kansas
Dr. Trotter said that the role of

'

years. If you will allow me to make a per-

government is not to manage education,
but to create the environment in which
it will flourish. I agree with this observa-

sonal observation, Kansas is experienLing a somewhat different trend. Prior to

tion, but I submit that it applies more
to the role of state government than at
The federal level because it is the state
thit is responsible for creating the en-

Proprietary School Act, the attorney gen-

vironment in which education will flourish,or Wither.

.

say this because, traditional!) it
has been the states that have set the tone
and provided the framework in which.the
fsystem of postsecondary education exists It is the states who have the responsibility

of educating their citizens and

providing for institutions of learning. It
is the states, not the federal government.
that have the history of working to provide for quality education. It is the states
that have the greater opportunity to solve
the problems we have been discussing at
this conference.
The real answers to the problems
of consumer protection in postsecondAr y

education should come from the states,
and, more speyfically, from state legislatures I don't agree that the states have
abdicated their responsibilities in this
area or that they do not have the tools
they need to come up with meaningful
solutions.

As a state legislator, I haye been
involved for a number of years in creating the environment for postsecondary

education in Kansas. As a member of
the body that controls the purse strings.
that has the power to grant authority to
various boards, and has the power to create new educational institutions. or close
the ones we have; I realize the important

the enactment in 1971 of the Kansas
eral's office received in excess of 400
complaints eer year involving proprietary trade schools. After pasgage of this
act. complaints dropped to an average of
65 per year.
This decrease was due to the Kansas legislature taking positive action in

the area of consumer protection. The
Kansas legislature not only passed and
implemented the Propnetary School Act,
but has also enacted a consumer protection act providing for civil penalties art
much of the same relief proposed by the

Federal Trade CoMmission rules and
regulations.

Dr. Trotter suggested that the federal goy;ernment establish enforceable
rules and regulations to protect the consumer of postsecondary education. I
have just completed reading the rules And
regulatibns proposed Eby the Federal

Trade Comntission concerning advertising, disclosure. cooling-off and refund,
requirements relating to proprietary, vo-

cational and home-study schools. Although I wholeheartedly endorse the
concept embodied in these regulations,
tit is conceivable and perhaps more prac-

tical that the individual states can do a
bitter job of policing in this area than
can the federal government.
The ,individual 'states are perhaps
more cognizant
the manpower training needs in their geographic areas than

mission that ,is charged with planning for

is the federal government. This being the
case, it would be less expensive and easier for established state agencies to regulate the advertising and recruitment policies of the institutions they govern. It is
up to the individual state legislatures to

all of postsecondary education. I think

take affirrnative action. If they wait for

that these are some of the means by

the federal government to establish regulations. these regulations may not he appropriate fur each st..te's need

role the legislature can play. Most recently, I have participated in the development of a legislative planning com-

Which we, at the state level, are able tp
address ourselves to the tasks at hand.

Virginia Ifinauer told us that consumer problems have been growing,and
complaints show-this trend. One division

within the 'U.S. Office of Education reports that its Complaint volume has

doubled each year for the last three

These same rules and regulations
may he expanded to cover the public sector of postsecondary education. In many

states there is a definite need to make
junior colleges, state colleges and universities more accountable in the area

of career preparation. In Kansas alone,
there are 24 institutions of higher learning that offer degrees in elementary and
secondary education. This is a gross misuse of educational resources as there are

very few jobs available, at the present
time. in the teaching profession, unless
it is in the area of specialized services.
For many students, regardless of the
quality of their education. it is of little
relevance if it does not prepare them for
a job after graduation.
;There are several 'solutions to this

. problem of the oversaturanon of job
markets. First, many duplicative programs at state colleges and universities
could he consolidated. Second, the state
could establish learning centers or consortia. Many of the same programs offered at the colleges and universities
could he consolidated to the point wher6
they would he offered at only one or two

institutions. Third, states should fund
their institutions of higher educati,
a program basis rather than a full-time
equivalency basis

These points are not irrevelant to
Lon' umerism in postsecondary education

heLause the consolidation and regrouping of programs would relieve the "recruit students at any cost" attitude which
might well prevail in the era of declining
enrollments.
But all of the rules and regulationv,

devised tire not enough if the student is

not prepared to assume the role of an
informed consumer. Being an informed
_onsumer is

a process that must he

started early in a student's education. It,
.qinot he assumed that upon graduation

from secondary school a student will
have the knowledge he or she needs in
order to make an enlightened choice, as
to the type of postsecondary education
he requires. I believe it is the states' resnonsibility to provide this information
for the student. Kansas has implemented
career education and consumer education in elementary and secondary schools.
Kansas is also attempting to pfovivic
guidance on both the elementary and sq-

ondary school level. Career education
hopefully will provide students v.ith
enough knowledge relating to job mark-

ets and the multiplicity of occupations

1(2.
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a% ailable to them so that they can make
informed Choices concething the occupatierts they will enter.
'

Another area in which concern has
been expressed relates to students' rights

at our colleges and universities. Many
problems exist but we have made some
progress toward their solutions. For example, at several Kansas universities,
student grievance committees have been
formed to hear student complaints. One
such committee has been estabiished at
Kansas State University. This consumer
protection committee is organized under
the auspices of the student govemmeqt.
Originally, the committee was set up to
assist students as consumers in their re-

lations with merchants and landlords.
The committee has enlarged its scope to
hold hearings on matters that involve students' grievances against the university
Itself in matters such as refunds and administration policies More colleges and
univ ei-sities should do the same thing. and

I think all legislatures should make line

item appropriations to provide direct

support for this kind of function at the
university level.

For a number of years, I have been
convinced. that some college administrators and faculty have protected their
own interests at the expense of students.
As a legislator, I have detected a certain
resentment whenever the legislature attempts to invade the bailiwick of higher
education. This resentment is based on
thglargument that academic freedom deinands that institutions of higher learning be free from outside press,ures. But
if outside pressures are necessary in order

to protect the rights of students, then
the legislature has a positive duty to perform.

Another area that concerns me is
recruitment. As enrollments stabilize,
and in many cases decline, the colleges
and universities are actively competing
for students. I know of instances where
private colleges offer prospective students a discount if they induce other stu
dents to enroll. ItlenrollmentlAontinue
to decline, I foresee a grab for wet* bod-

les that could result in institutions making indiscriminate promises to students
and could jetopar.dize the progress that
has been made in the area of students'

./

rights.

These are some of the things legis-

atures are Qr should be doing in thei
area of consumer protection. I am also
aware of the unwillingness of many
islatures to tackle the problems and of
the unwillingness of educational institutions to change. I am experiencing this
now as I work with our educational plan-

ning commission. We all agree*that
changes need to be made, but as soon as
we get doWn to specifics, such as which
programs needs° be curtailed and which
institutions need to be changed, we encounter enough opposition to cause the
faint-heartedperhaps I should say cowto abandon their commitments
and move on to safer ground.
.I think this illustrates the real nub
of the problerrf for the states. They must
be willing to attack sacred cows, to challenge the status quo and to rethink traardly

ditional ideas.

'
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ADDENDUM IV: MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FIRST CONFERENCE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION
IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

1. That the states should provide by

tion. It is in this context that the

legislation or by administrative mecha-

recommendation is offered.)

nisms, minimal consumer protection
safeguards that would assure proper

5. That there be improved links of
communication between consumer organizations and education groups. It is

redress for every student residing in the
state. Illustrative of minimal safeguards
are:
a.

Equitable refund and restitution

policies for tuition and fees.

Licensing and bonding requirerunts for agents.
b.

c. Specifications for contractural relationships.

d. Minimum standards relating to advertising and recruitment.
Moreover, the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and the

essential that the recommended information clearinghouse have this as an

essential purpose. This would provide
for sharing of information with groups
such as regulatory agencies, accrediting
statewide coordinating
agencies and federal agencies, all sharing vital information about postsecondary education institutions and their
constituents with mutual understanding
,
and trust.
associations,

1

j

6. That in terms of advertising and

Veterans Administration should consider withdrawing funds from those
schools that fail to comply with these

recruitment, there should be disclosure

minimal safeguards.
2. That the U.S. Office of Education

nce if such.material is used as -the basis
for advertising or recruitment, actual or

should maintain continuous review of
.
its standards utilized for designation of
recognized accrediting bodies, with
issues of consumer protection in mind.

3. That there be created a federal
tuition insurance corporation that would
have as its essential purpose the protection of students and their records when
postsecondary schools close.
4. That the Education ComtnAsion of
the States serve as a catalyst for the development of a clearinghouse of information, which in effect would be a data

bank of information on all postsecondary education programs. Such a data
bank would enable students, prospective
students, counselors and other consumers of postsecondary education serv-

ices to make informed judgments. regarding selection of institutions and/or
the programs that would be responsive
to their needs. Illustrative of such data
would be requirements of admission,
cost of attendance, refund policies,

by the schools based on their proven
placement record and graduate assis-

7. That there be made available 'at
each -oistsecondary education institution

adequate administrative procedures, involving student participation, for acting
upon student complaints pertaining, to
institutional learning experiences as well
as student complaints pertaining to institutional management of student life,
activities or disciplines.
8. That all, postsecondary education
institutions should consider offering
some educational training and experiences whith would familiarize students
with their consumer citizen roles.
9. That the report of the conference
and its recommendations be disseminated to policymakers and educators at
all levels, particularly legislators at the
state level.

10. That there be assembled a followup conference, with conferees being

invited from the same representations
as this conference, but smaller in num-

actual job

ber, in otder to take four or five key

placement and other 'assistance available to graduates or those who attend
such programs. (While it is recognized
that a. great deal of this information
exists,., there does not exist a comprehensive single source of such information systematically collected and updated for all of- postsecondary educa.

recommendations and develop modes of
their implementation, including assignments of responsibility.

transferability of credit,

a

P

b
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ADDENDUM V: POSTSCRIPT
Several important events germane to
consumer protection in postsecondary
education have occurred in the months

the regulations will not be altered so as
not to lessen their consumer protection

ence. Some of the encouraging new developments are noted belowi
The federal strategy pap*, developed
by the Federal Interagency Committee
on Education (FICE), A Federal Strategy Report For Protection of the Consumer of Education, September 18, 1974,

has been formally accepted by FICE.
.Following review by the Assistant Secretary for Ed cation, it was forwarded
to the Secreta of Health, Education
and Welfare for formal -adoption. The
Federal Trade Commission's hearings on
regulations have been postponed. However, according to Higher Education
Daily, February 28, 1975, it appears

some

of the

major

The Fund for the Improvement of

orientation.

subsequent to the Knoxville confer-

1975, outlined

themes, of that conference.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program's regulSi)ons in final form were
issued at the end of February 1975,, with

"fair and equitable' tuition refund
section and "complete and accurate"
a

disclosure about,- programs, facilities,

facilities and job=placement claims sections. Congressman James G. O'Hara's
bill (H.R. 3471) was introduced in late
February 1975, that would enact refund
and disclosure provisions into law.

The annual meeting of the Association of American Colleges in January
1975 centered its discussion on students,
consumerism and liberal education, and
the Washington Star-News, January 14,

Postsecondary Education announced a
national project on "Better Information
for Student Choice," which wills identify
compable data that could be disClosed by institutions, such-as profiles of
students, financial aid recipients and

graduates. ERIC Higher Education Research Currents published an article in
February 1975 which summarized research on the student as a consumer in
higher education.
For further developments and activities dire-ted toward improved consumer
protection in postsecondary education
the re..,der is encouraged to contact directly the conference sponsors listed on
the reverse of the title page.
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